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Soilmec was established in 1969 and today it is 
one of the major companies in the field of design, 
production and sale/marketing of equipment and 
rigs for drilling and foundation works. 

It counts on a wide range of products, among the 
most complete in the world, so that it can cover any 
requirements of works and sites. Bridges, viaducts, 
electric power plants, dams, ports, motorways, metro 
and railways, geothermie and small diameter drilling…. 

Soilmec can satisfy any request and need, also the 
most complex and articulated ones. This is the result 
of a widespread and rooted company culture which 
has always focused on the customer and relevant 
requirements as the real centre of all its activities, 
according to a true idea of partnership.

Soilmec belongs to the Trevi Group, which is among 
the main leaders worldwide in the field of special 
foundations.  And it is also thanks to the synergy and 
the interaction among engineering and experience 
on the field that the rigs produced by Soilmec 
are available on the market after an accurate 
and concrete site testing phase, hence  capable of 
supplying successful and reliable performances, also in 
case of innovative technologies.

Innovation as growth’s engine. 

In few words, this is the cultural approach which has 
always characterized the whole Soilmec activity since 
its very beginning. Innovation of process, market, 
communication... but especially of product, in order to 
supply the client with more and more technologies which 
are always updated and advanced as for performances, 
quality, reliability and safety.

The real pulsing core of Soilmec is just the Research 
& Development Centre, mechanical engineers and 
designers who are wholly dedicated to the never-
ceasing development of new technologies and 
solutions that are client-targeted.

Soilmec’s range includes:

• SR Line – (Multipurpose) Hydraulic drilling rig

• SF Line – Continuous Flight Auger dedicated rig 

• SM Line – Hydraulic Microdrilling rig

• ST Line – Tunnel dedicated rig

• SC Line – Heavy Duty crawler crane

• Tiger & Cougar – Hydromill

• E Tech – The brand new electric line

• Ancillaries & Tools

Soilmec is currently active in over 70 countries, with 
a network of subsidiaries, agents and dealers who 
guarantee the clients a continuous technical and 
financial support as well as an after-sale service. 
The will to be “closer and closer” to the client, also 
geographically, is one of the main principles inspiring 
the daily work of over 600 employees of the company.

The success of the Trevi Group is based on the 
integration and therefore on the continuous 
exchange between technological and process 
innovation of the two divisions making up the 
Group: the Trevi division and the Soilmec division 
(which designs, manufactures and markets machinery 
and systems for subsoil engineering). 

The holding (Trevi-Finanziaria Industriale S.p.A.) has 
been listed on the Milan stock exchange since July 
1999 in the Euronext market.


